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Wednesday Lunches
Lunches in the 15th Field Officers Mess continue with Mrs Lum cooking at home and bringing
the food in. The decision has been made to renovate the upstairs (Mess) kitchen at an estimated
cost of $30-35,000. Fundraising efforts have started, watch this newsletter for events and
campaigns.
Remember to drop your lunch ticket in the bowl when you pick up your soup/salad.
And finally, PLEASE DO NOT PARK IN THE VEHICLE COMPOUND!!

Judge lauds lawyers who worked for veterans in $887m class action
April 5, 2013 BY MICHAEL GORMAN TRURO BUREAU
Peter Driscoll, left, and Dan Wallace, attorneys representing
veterans, confer before a federal hearing on a veterans’ settlement
agreement at the World Trade and Convention Centre in Halifax on
February 14. (TIM KROCHAK / Staff)

A Federal Court decision cementing an $887-million
settlement in a class action involving thousands of disabled
veterans included high praise for lawyers representing the
plaintiffs. In his decision, Justice Robert Barnes lauded the lawyers — led by Peter Driscoll of
McInnes Cooper in Halifax — representing about 7,500 veterans and their families who saw
benefits clawed back for 30 years.
―The certification and liability determinations that provided the impetus for this settlement
resulted from the skilful and tenacious advocacy of class counsel in the context of an adversarial
contest involving equally skilled and tenacious opposing counsel,‖ Barnes wrote in his decision
dated Thursday. ―There is no question that the high quality of the legal work performed by
class counsel led to the favourable liability outcome.‖
In his decision, Barnes was also tasked with determining how much lawyers for the veterans
would be paid. While the plaintiffs’ counsel were seeking eight per cent, or about $65 million,
lawyers for the federal government argued that was too high. Barnes awarded counsel $35
million, or about four per cent. In his decision, Barnes wrote that awards must take into
consideration the time, difficulty, cost, effort and risk involved in lawyers taking on class
actions. Rewards must be enough to motivate counsel to ―take on difficult class litigation
involving potentially deserving claims that might not otherwise be pursued.‖

Barnes said the veterans’ grievance had been well known for more than 30 years and attracted
no litigation until Driscoll took up the claim by the lead plaintiff, Halifax resident Dennis
Manuge. McInnes Cooper and Branch MacMaster in Vancouver, B.C., the two firms involved
in representing the veterans, worked for six years and amassed more than 8,500 hours of
unbilled time. Unbilled time is valued at more than $3.2 million. Out-of-pocket expenses are
about $200,000 and counting. All of this was done with no guarantee of victory and, thus, being
paid. Driscoll, in Toronto for meetings, said he was ―very pleased‖ with the decision, which he
called ―within the band of case law.‖
While there was a lot of risk in taking on the case, Driscoll said it had nothing to do with a
potentially big payday and everything to do with fairness and doing right by a vulnerable group,
something he said his firm felt strongly about. ―Certainly McInnes Cooper, throughout my
pursing this case, backed me up and supported me the whole way.‖ Margaret Waddell, an
experienced class-action lawyer with Paliare Roland in Toronto, said it is ―extremely difficult‖
to get firms to take on complicated, high-risk class actions, especially against Ottawa. The
government ―has massive resources and fights these cases vigorously,‖ she said. ―That’s not an
easy target.‖ The pool of people in Canada who engage in this kind of litigation is small
because of the risks involved, said Waddell. She points to Ontario as an example, where there
are only about a dozen firms heavily involved in class-action work.
―You’ve got to have a very high risk tolerance to agree to take on this kind of litigation.‖
She said that’s why lawyers are entitled to be well compensated for positive results. She called
the result in this case ―unbelievably good,‖ and said she thought the lawyers’ fees were on the
low end of what is fair. ―I think these guys did a fantastic job with this case,‖ she said. ―I think
the number that they requested was well within the range of reasonable.‖ Dimitri Lascaris, who
leads the Siskinds firm’s securities class-action group in Ontario, said that while lots of
attention is paid to lawyers’ fees when they win, very little attention goes to failures. ―No one
talks about how much those cases cost the lawyers, personally and professionally, when they
lose. They only talk about the fabulous successes.‖
Lascaris mentioned several Ontario firms that won at trial only to lose on appeal.
He said when one firm that had obtained a summary judgment on behalf of veterans had the
decision overturned on appeal; it had devastating financial consequences for the lawyers
involved. That’s why so few lawyers take on this kind of work, he said. ―There are far, far
more lawyers on Bay Street getting paid $500, $600 an hour with no risk than there are lawyers
who are getting paid contingency fees doing plaintiffs’ work.‖

Veterans Ombudsman Launches Initiative for the
Upcoming New Veterans Charter Parliamentary Review
Ottawa, Ontario – Canada’s Veterans Ombudsman Guy Parent released today a report entitled
Improving the New Veterans Charter: The Parliamentary Review. Its purpose is twofold: to
focus discussion for the fast approaching parliamentary committee review of the enhancements

to the Canadian Forces Members and Veterans Re-establishment and Compensation Act,
commonly known as the New Veterans Charter; and to act as a catalyst to broaden the review to
include a discussion of the New Veterans Charter, as a whole.
―The October 3, 2011 coming into force of Bill C-55, the Enhanced New Veterans Charter Act
and amendments to regulations, brought about much needed changes and began the process of
making the New Veterans Charter a truly 'living' document,‖ said Parent. ―Importantly, a clause
was included stating that a comprehensive review of the provisions and operations of the
amendments to the New Veterans Charter would be undertaken within two years by
designated/established Senate or House of Commons Committees.‖
In preparation for the review, the Office of the Veterans Ombudsman analyzed the more than
200 recommendations for improvements to the New Veterans Charter proposed in various
reports since 2006. It found that 145 of the recommendations dealt with three key transition
issues: financial instability and decreased standard of living caused by reduced post-release
income; limitations in vocational rehabilitation and assistance programs, which can affect
second career aspirations and employment options; and difficult family environment situations
due to insufficient family support.
―These military to civilian life transition challenges need to be addressed urgently because they
can potentially affect a Veteran throughout his or her life,‖ said Parent. ―The first opportunity to
do this is the parliamentary review.‖
In the lead-up to the review, the Veterans Ombudsman will continue to meet with Veterans and
their families and Veterans’ organizations across Canada to discuss the best way forward on this
issue. In coming months he will publish a follow-up paper with specific evidence-based
recommendations to address the Charter’s shortcomings in relation to military to civilian life
transition challenges.
The full report is available online at www.ombudsman-veterans.gc.ca/reportsrapports/reviewcharter01-examencharte01-01-2013-eng.cfm

Canada’s Special Forces Finish Third
BY DAVID PUGLIESE, POSTMEDIA NEWS APRIL 6, 2013

Members of the special operations regiment from CFB Petawawa, Ont., have placed third in an
international competition that tests the counter-terrorism skills of law enforcement and military
units.
Two teams from China, the Snow Leopard Commando unit and a group from China's police
academy, took the top two slots, according to a statement from Jordan's military.
The Canadian Special Operations Regiment placed third during the competition, which included
events testing skills in hostage rescue, aircraft assault, building entry and handling casualties.
Shooting exercises were also included in the competition held at the King Abdullah II special

operations training centre in Amman from March 24-28. Thirty-five units from 18 countries,
including France, the U.S., Russia and the Netherlands, took part in the competition.
The Canadian Forces would not comment on the regiment's participation in the competition.
But the involvement was mentioned in articles in the Jordan Times and Jane's military
magazine.
The Canadian Special Operations Regiment team leader was quoted in the Jordan Times as
calling the competition "fun," with the team winning five awards, as well as third place in the
overall results. The Palestinian Presidential Guard came in fourth. That unit has been trained by
special forces from Russia, the U.S. and Jordan. The Canadian Special Operations Regiment,
was created in 2006. It was established to provide support to the military's special forces and
counter-terrorism unit, Joint Task Force 2, as well as conduct its own special operations
missions. It currently has around 450 personnel.
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Operation PALACI keeps roads and railways open in BC
Gunners from the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery aim
a C3 105-mm howitzer during avalanche control
operations in Rogers Pass, BC
Photo: Jacolyn Daniluck

The world’s largest mobile avalanche control program is doing more than keeping roads and
railways clear. It’s helping to keep the Canadian economy ―on track‖.
―So far this season we’ve fired 167 rounds resulting in 92 controlled, recordable avalanches,‖
said Lieutenant Matthew Hughes, Gun Troop Commander for Operation PALACI Roto 1.
―Usually from November to February they’ve fired 300 rounds, so it’s been a little slower.‖
Op PALACI is the Canadian Armed Forces contribution of two Royal Canadian Horse Artillery
(RCHA) gun troops each year to Parks Canada’s avalanche- control program in Rogers Pass,
B.C. The goal is to prevent uncontrollable, naturally occurring avalanches which would block
essential road and rail lines that connect BC to the rest of Canada.

Because Rogers Pass is located inside Glacier National Park, Op PALACI is conducted under a
memorandum of understanding between DND and Parks Canada, who have jurisdiction over
the area.
―Together, we are the world’s largest mobile avalanche control program and the Canadian
Armed Forces have a great role in assisting Parks Canada by providing artillery support,‖ said
Jeff Goodrich, Senior Avalanche Forecaster for Mount Revelstoke and Glacier National Parks.
―Our strong relationship has lasted for over 50 years and we look forward to many more years
of joint operations to keep the Trans-Canada Highway safe for motorists in the winter.‖
Rogers Pass – which stretches over 120 km by road from Revelstoke to Donald, B.C. – has over
130 avalanche paths intersecting the Trans-Canada Highway and Canadian Pacific Railway.
Winter traffic can reach 4,000 motor vehicles and 40 trains per day in this area.
―It’s important for everyone to realize that what we’re doing is keeping a major economic
infrastructure completely functional and open to keep traffic moving through it safely,‖ said Lt
Hughes. ―If the traffic wasn’t able to come through here, the Canadian economy would be
losing millions and millions of dollars.‖
The artillery gun troop of 17 Regular and Reserve Force personnel take their positions at 18
platforms along the eastern and western side of the highway when requested by Parks Canada
Agency, who monitor the weather conditions. The platforms are equipped with C3 105-mm
howitzers anchored to the firing platforms for precision firing.
So far this year, Parks Canada has asked the gun troop to deploy five times – three times for
half-day shoots and twice for full-day shoots. When they shoot, the highway is closed for safety
reasons. This coordination is important because every hour the road is closed the cost to the
Canadian economy is roughly $65,000.
―We keep speed and efficiency in mind when closing the highway because we know the
implications,‖ said Lt Hughes. ―They are usually able to plough at least one lane so we can get
through to keep working fairly quickly. However, there have been days when it has taken longer
than a day to clear out the snow.‖
However, the cost of closing the road for a shoot is nothing compared to the amount of time and
money it would cost if the routes were blocked by an uncontrolled avalanche.
After two months deployed to Revelstoke, B.C., the first rotation of soldiers deployed on Op
PALACI returned to 1 RCHA’s home station at CFB Shilo, Man. on February 8. Roto 2 of Op
PALACI will remain in Revelstoke until April.
Several members of 15Fd Regt served with other Artillery personnel on Roto 1.

2013 Vancouver Strategic Studies Conference

BCR Lunch

From the ‘Punitentary’
Why do cows wear cowbells?

Because their horns don’t work.

Murphy’s Rules of Combat Operations.
Failure of plan A will directly affect your ability to carry out plan B.
Great Truths
Fear or stupidity has always been the basis of most human actions. - Albert Einstein

